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Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of ford focus wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined traditional photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the elements of
the circuit as simplified shapes, and the power and signal connections between the tools. A
wiring diagram generally gives details concerning the loved one placement and plan of devices
as well as terminals on the gadgets, in order to help in building or servicing the device. A
photographic diagram would reveal much more information of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a much more symbolic symbols to highlight interconnections
over physical look. A wiring diagram is typically utilized to repair troubles and making sure that
all the links have been made which everything exists. Variety of ford focus wiring diagram. Click
on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A first
appearance at a circuit diagram could be complicated, but if you can check out a metro map,
you could review schematics. The function is the same: obtaining from factor A to direct B.
Literally, a circuit is the path that permits power to circulation. Voltage: Gauged in volts V ,
voltage is the stress or pressure of electrical energy. This is usually provided by a battery such
as a 9V battery or keys electrical power, the electrical outlets in your residence run at V. Outlets
in other countries run at a various voltage, which is why you need a converter when taking a
trip. Current: Existing is the flow of electrical power, or even more specifically, the flow of
electrons. It is measured in Amperes Amps , as well as could just flow when a voltage supply is
linked. Resistance: Determined in Ohms R or O , resistance specifies just how quickly electrons
can flow via a material. Products such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they quickly
allow circulation of motion low resistance. Plastic, wood, and air are examples of insulators,
hindering the motion of electrons high resistance. DC Direct Existing. DC is a continuous flow
of present in one instructions. DC could move not just via conductors, but semi-conductors,
insulators, as well as even a vacuum cleaner. Air Conditioner Alternating Current. In AC, the
circulation of current regularly alternates in between two instructions, usually developing a sine
wave. The frequency of AC is determined in Hertz Hz , as well as is generally 60 Hz for power in
household as well as service objectives. Finishing an electrical engineering level and also then
getting a job in the area implies you will see a great deal a lot a lot of these schematics. It s
important to understand precisely just what is going on with these. Beginning to make sense?
These are the basics and could even seem obvious or user-friendly to you, such as the cables
and if they are linked. Whenever you determine your particular field of electric design, you could
see extra intricate diagrams as well as symbols. You ll learn also that various nations make use
of various symbols. As an example, of both symbols for resistors above, the initial one is
utilized in the United States, while the 2nd is utilized in Europe. You will certainly additionally
learn about the various signs utilized for buttons, various other power supplies, inductors,
meters, lamps, LEDs, transistors, antennas, and much more. The tool used in this case study
may have been superseded and the product above is our latest version used to diagnose the
fault documented in this case study. The customer informs that the issue has been present for 3
weeks and that a new cooling fan had been installed. The engine temperature gauge moved
towards hot when the vehicle was stationary for prolonged periods of time. If the vehicle was
driven on open roads there were no overheating issue. The customer interview revealed that the
vehicle had begun to overheat approximately 3 weeks prior to my inspection and so it had not
been driven since. During the 3-week period, it transpired that multiple second-hand engine
cooling parts had been installed. These included a cooling fan assembly and a cooling fan
control module accompanied with a coolant system flushing agent; all without rectification of
the underlying fault. Given the multiple failed attempts to rectify the overheating issue, the
customer had requested that the garage refit the original parts. The basic inspection highlighted
all the typical witness markings of previous intrusion about the cooling fan assembly, but
nothing that suggested errors with the installation, the harness routing, the coolant level, a
coolant leak or the cooling fan connections. It was relatively easy to confirm the symptom in
this scenario; I performed a scan of the PCM memory with the engine idling and the fault code:
P Fan 1 Control Circuit Permanent was revealed. The cooling system pressure felt normal when
squeezing the coolant hoses and monitoring activity within the expansion bottle. To take it to
one more level, I used the scan tool to drive the cooling fan, confirming no response from the
fan assembly. By using the ALLDATA technical information system, no known cooling fan
issues were listed with this model and so I obtained a wiring diagram in order to evaluate the
operation of the cooling fan. An interesting point to note here was that I could not categorically
confirm how the cooling fan was controlled other than a wiring diagram, therefore, I had to use
a combination of discussions with colleagues, my training, and prior experience to confirm this.
When looking at the wiring diagram above, we can see how the cooling fan module is supplied
with power via Fuse 1, ground at point G37 and a single fan control wire from the PCM. From my
perspective, I had to determine if the cooling fan could at least function, so I used the

appropriate breakout lead from our breakout lead set. A simple connection across the vehicle
battery saw the cooling fan burst into life. Now, I had an opportunity to monitor the current flow
through the cooling fan while it was running at maximum speed. The following case studies
also demonstrate how much detail can be revealed using a current clamp to evaluate the
serviceability of motor assemblies:. At this stage, I had to inform the customer of my findings
and the potential for future failure of both the fan motor and cooling fan module responsible for
delivering this demanding current. By documenting each step of the diagnosis as with the
waveform above you obtain a time-stamped conclusive evidence of measurements taken and
recommendations made. Now, I moved onto the three wires connected to the cooling fan
module. Based on discussions with colleagues, I concluded that the fan control wire is supplied
with 12 V from the fan control module, which is pulled to ground via the PCM at a specific
frequency in order to control the fan operation and speed. It became apparent that no control
signal was present on the fan control wire, which remained fixed at 12 V regardless of
temperature or scan tool intervention. Based on the initial diagnosis and the summary above, I
had to qualify the integrity of the fan control wire between the fan control module and the PCM.
If this signal wire was intact, I would have to make a call as to which component to replace.
Remember that the fan control module had been substituted previously with a second-hand
unit, which is no way to form a conclusive diagnosis. In order to confirm that the PCM was
attempting to communicate with the fan control module via the blue signal wire, I disconnected
the fan module and, once again used the scan tool to drive the cooling fan while monitoring the
signal wire at the fan module with PicoScope. The results were interesting given that the fan
control module was disconnected and so there was no signal voltage 12 V for the PCM to pull to
ground. However, the disconnected fan control module resulted in a bias voltage of
approximately 1. More importantly, during the component test, the bias voltage is pulled to
ground at a frequency of approximately Hz. This was proof enough to me that the PCM was at
least attempting to control the cooling fan, confirming the integrity of the PCM and control wire
â€” or did it? In the back of my mind, I have this niggle that removing components from a circuit
in order to measure voltage is not a true representation of how the circuit is designed to
function i. A load test, where I put load on the cable by using a power supply and a bulb was the
perfect solution to determine if the control wire carried current. In this scenario, to get to either
end of the fan control wire, I had to remove the PCM security bracket, which can only be
described as a mission itself. I chose to go for continuity testing, by baring the control signal
wire as close to the PCM connector as possible. The continuity test revealed a fluctuating value
when I wiggle-tested the harness of the cooling fan module. By following the wiring harness
across the slam panel and under the LH headlight, I found the familiar signs of corrosion or
water ingress into the copper cables. Closer inspection confirmed that the fan control wire was
almost open circuit, but had a sufficient amount of copper strands to deliver the bias voltage I
saw in the previous waveform. This is why the continuity method of testing is flawed. The
multi-meter leads you to believe that the circuit is complete, which is true, but only via single
strands of wire that will not carry load. The harness was promptly repaired and I ran the cooling
fan by using the scan tool component test function. In figure 6 you can see how the fan control
wire is pulled from 12 V to ground at a frequency of approximately Hz. This is identical to the
frequency measured with the bias voltage while the fault was apparent. This revealed an
interesting strategy from the PCM. The cooling fan runs in a pulse fashion for a minimal amount
of time sufficient to lower the coolant temperature. This prevents over-cooling, reduces
emissions and engine load via the alternator while improving the fuel consumption. Should the
engine coolant temperature continue to rise, the PCM has infinite control. You can see this as
the cooling fan ran for 11 seconds towards the end of the waveform below. On this occasion, no
replacement parts were required, but I recommended that the customer replaced the cooling fan
motor assembly. Steve August 23 Mike January 09 Hi Robert, On this particular vehicle we were
able to disconnect the fan from the module via a multi-plug. Hi Sandy - On this occasion the
bulb was used to prove the circuit could carry load, no current measurement was taken. Cheers
sandy. Robert Lesaca July 31 Also, how did you connect across the battery to initially run the
fan? I need visualization to fully understand the steps you did. Thank you. Your email address
will not be published. Home Library Case studies Ford Focus 1. Vehicle details: Ford Focus 1.
Cart Your cart is empty. Ford Focus 1. Technical description The engine temperature gauge
moved towards hot when the vehicle was stationary for prolonged periods of time. Diagnosis
The customer interview revealed that the vehicle had begun to overheat approximately 3 weeks
prior to my inspection and so it had not been driven since. Figure 1: Wiring diagram. The
following case studies also demonstrate how much detail can be revealed using a current clamp
to evaluate the serviceability of motor assemblies: Jaguar X-type with severe power loss Subaru
with incorrect ABS operation At this stage, I had to inform the customer of my findings and the

potential for future failure of both the fan motor and cooling fan module responsible for
delivering this demanding current. The cooling fan will function when powered independently.
The cooling fan module and motor assembly had been replaced but the original had been
refitted again. The cooling fan failed to operate at high engine temperature or during the
component test function through the scan tool. The cooling fan control signal wire voltage
stayed fixed at 12 V. The action plan In order to confirm that the PCM was attempting to
communicate with the fan control module via the blue signal wire, I disconnected the fan
module and, once again used the scan tool to drive the cooling fan while monitoring the signal
wire at the fan module with PicoScope. Verification The harness was promptly repaired and I ran
the cooling fan by using the scan tool component test function. Replacement parts On this
occasion, no replacement parts were required, but I recommended that the customer replaced
the cooling fan motor assembly. Comments 5 comments Add comment. Does this meen the
pcm can control the fan speeds or just turn the fan on and off? The cars shown were a 4-door
sedan and 5-door hatchback , also debuting a new 2. A 5-door estate wagon was previewed at
the Geneva auto show a month later. This generation of Focus would be the first Ford vehicle
designed under the tenure of CEO Alan Mulally and his "One Ford" plan, which aimed to
leverage Ford's global resources into creating more competitive vehicles that could be sold
globally in each segment with minimal changes. The previous North American version was thus
discontinued, and the new model was launched simultaneously in North America and Europe on
March 2, , both having started production near the end of The Ford Focus was the best-selling
car in the world for The design was built on Ford's Kinetic Design. The lights at the front have a
different shape. The trapezoidal grille has triangular features. At the rear, the hatchback tail
lights are positioned lower, similar to the Ford Fiesta. The interior has been changed from the
second generation in the NA and International versions. Ford wanted to make the Focus more
upmarket so it offers two types of central consoles: the basic is associated with smaller engines
and the premium is available to more powerful engines. This generation of Focus incorporated a
redesigned cabin, changed materials, and a new "infotainment" system. Following the industry
trend towards contending, and in keeping with the sedan's downmarket "economy car" image
vs. The Focus also has Ford's patented capless fuel tank, which doesn't require a cap to
prevent siphoning. The Focus is being promoted as a global car, [8] built in several different
factories around the world, with changes to engine line-ups and trim levels to suit regional
markets and regulations. Production locations include:. Along with the Ford Fiesta, the Focus
equipped with the Ford DPS6 PowerShift transmission has received much criticism due to
transmission shuddering, including several lemon law, claims. There have been at least 6
revisions of clutch packs and transmission control modules since inception. Newer clutch
packs and transmissions are more resistant to wear and fluid contamination, as the source of
many shudder issues involved an improperly installed seal which was leaking transmission
fluid onto the dry clutches. Like in most other non-European markets, only the 4-door sedan
and 5-door hatchback are offered in the United States and Canada. The Focus was launched
with only one engine option, a 2. Mid, Flex Fuel capability was added. The engine is a derivative
of the port fuel-injected 2. For the refresh, the EcoBoost 1. The model added 2. When black and
dark blue returned they were replaced by different shades, although the phaseout of Kona Blue
in favor of Sonic Blue had been planned. In , the formerly automatic-only Titanium model was
offered with a manual transmission. In March , Ford revised the ordering guide for the Titanium
models to also have a MyFord Touch delete option, replacing it with the non-touch version of
MyFord. All now come standard with the 5-speed manual leaving the SFE pack as the last
remaining automatic-only Focus apart from the direct-drive electric , and color choices are
rearranged. Along with the Ford Fiesta, the Focus equipped with the Ford PowerShift
transmission has received much criticism due to transmission shuddering, including several
lemon law claims. Ford claims that the transmission, a dual-clutch automatic transmission, is
designed to improve fuel economy and has issued several software upgrades for the
transmission. Focus models equipped with the conventional manual transmission have not
been affected by the reliability issues. The UK range is available in hatchback and estate wagon
in a large number of trim variants including. Most other European countries, including the
Republic of Ireland, also include the four-door saloon, unlike Britain, as previous generation
sales did not sell as well in comparison with the hatchback and estate. In , Ford recalled Ford
Focus with 1. There were 29 fires related to the engine in the U. Announced in , the Australian
Focus was set for arrival in August Going on sale would be a hatch and a sedan, in 4 trim levels
and 3 powertrains. Powering the Ford Focus are 2 petrol, a 1. Ambiente coming with the 1.
Power was sent through a 5 speed manual on all models except the Titanium, and a 6-speed
dual-clutch PowerShift automatic transmission is standard on the Titanium and optional on all
others standard with diesel. In Taiwan, Assembly started by the end of In the Korean market, 2.

In Japan, the 2. The Ford Focus mid-cycle facelift Mk 3. Revisions made to the body were
thinner and sharper headlights, a new trapezoidal grille, giving the front more sporting intent
than the previous model. The new front end is similar to that of the Mondeo as well as the
facelifted Fiesta , while also inspired by the Ford Evos concept as well as various Aston Martin
vehicles. On Titanium and Titanium X the grille is chrome, and on other versions, it is black
mesh. The ST features a Black honeycomb grille. The front fog-lights were also changed. At the
rear on the hatchback, the rear lights were changed, so that they appear sharper, and less
clumsy. The estate and saloon, saloon is not available in Britain , also had subtle revisions to
their rears too. Inside, the multitude of buttons on the dashboard was removed and replaced by
an all-new eight-inch touchscreen. The quality of plastics improved, and the steering wheel was
changed to a three-spoke. The new 1. The 2. It was revealed in the production variant at the
Geneva Motor Show and featured at the Goodwood Festival of Speed. Mechanical
improvements to the facelifted Ford Focus are chassis revisions to all versions, to make the car
more planted on the road, and the steering is also sharper than the pre-facelift model, while also
offering greater feedback for greater driving pleasure and fun, which has been the trademark of
the Focus since it launched back in This engine - an updated version of the same engine from
the previous model, allowing it to breathe better with improved intake and exhaust manifolds.
The improvements also mean that the engine has been updated to EU5 norms from - EU6
norms. From , the 1. It was discontinued in This all-new engine replaces the 1. The engine
comes equipped with either Ford-Getrag's Durashift B6 manual gearbox or with a new Torque
Converter automatic 6F35 available on the Focus for the first time. Just like the petrol Duratec,
this diesel engine was upgraded for emissions and economy for the third-generation Focus. The
engine as of has been replaced by the 1. An all-new engine as of , replaces the older 1. The top
of the range diesel engine is highly revised and updated and available with Ford PowerShift
transmission, and the 6-speed manual. The ST features a new, more aggressive exterior design,
including a redesigned front bumper with larger air intakes and grille, larger rear wing, wider
side sills, center-exit exhaust, and alloy wheels. Inside, the car receives a trio of additional
gauges mounted in the dashboard, faux-carbon fiber trim, and sport seats with body-colored
inserts and stitching. Differences between the US and European models besides the lack of the
wagon model outside Europe and Federally-required amber side reflectors are limited to paint
and trim: Euro ST1s get all-cloth Recaro seats while U. Ford gave six ST-badged Focuses to the
production team. Updates were made to the front and rear fascias to coincide with the changes
implemented in the standard Focus, including the lights, grille, and rear diffuser. The availability
of 5-door hatchback and estate wagon body styles remained unchanged. For the European
markets, a 2. Pricing and badging is the same for petrol and diesel models. The new RS was
expected to arrive towards the end of in Europe and the rest of the world; in North America it
will arrive after As well as that, the new Focus RS will be fitted with Drive Modes â€” including
an industry-first Drift Mode that allows controlled oversteer drifts â€” and Launch Control. The
RS will boast a model-specific aerodynamic package that helps to differentiate it from other
Focus models. Ford Performance released Final Edition vehicles with a new Quaife mechanical
limited-slip differential. However, there were no upgrades to the power and torque figures from
previous model years. Gloss black roof, spoiler, and mirror caps were added to differentiate the
Final Edition. S drivers and for Canada. The Ford Focus was promoted in The Amazing Race , a
reality show featuring 11 teams racing around the world. The Focus was used in a few seasons
as the mode of transportation for the racers. In the 18th installment, the Ford Focus was also
used as a prize for the first team that completes a leg of the race. It was driven by Richard
Hammond , who modified the car by removing the wheels and putting on caterpillar tracks. He
also repainted the car from blue to black. A crossover named the Ford Focus Active was
planned to be imported from China. It was planned to be sold in North America for the model
year. Only models sold in Continental Europe and the British Isles are shown, overseas
territories often have different offerings. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For a complete
overview of all Focus models, see Ford Focus. Motor vehicle. Petrol : 1. Main article: ECOnetic.
Main article: Ford Focus Electric. Archived from the original on 18 November Retrieved 12
February Automobile Magazine. March 1, Retrieved April 26, Archived from the original on
October 6, Retrieved June 18, Retrieved June 30, January 18, Archived from the original on
January 21, Retrieved November 29, Ford Motor Company. January 11, Archived from the
original on November 18, Retrieved January 11, Brand Channel. February 25, Retrieved July 10,
December 6, Archived from the original on December 12, USA Today. February 28, January 17,
Archived from the original on March 3, Motor Trader. May 8, May 15, Retrieved March 20,
Retrieved August 9, March 2, Retrieved May 26, September 17, Retrieved April 18, October 20,
Archived from the original on December 21, Retrieved August 27, Retrieved November 8, Car
and Driver. June Retrieved July 9, April Retrieved March 21, September 13, Archived from the

original on October 8, The Detroit News. Retrieved April 1, The Globe and Mail. Motor Trivia.
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January 10, Archived from the original on January 12, Green Car Congress. November 15,
Retrieved November 15, September 16, Retrieved April 5, Archived from the original on February
12, Retrieved April 4, Archived from the original on February 16, Retrieved January 13, Retrieved
January 28, October 23, Archived from the original on November 23, Retrieved November 16,
Retrieved January 27, Retrieved February 18, Car Magazine. September 12, Retrieved November
24, Edmunds Insideline. September 15, Archived from the original on September 16, Retrieved
September 15, Retrieved September 13, Ford ST Nation. November 23, Retrieved December 5,
Retrieved October 5, Archived from the original on June 4, August 4, Archived from the original
on October 19, Retrieved August 4, Top Gear. January 21, Retrieved February 1, Retrieved July
2, April 2, Ford Mediacenter. Retrieved May 16, Official Ford Performance. Retrieved March 2,
May 13, Retrieved August 31, Ford vehicles. E-Series Cutaway F F Category Commons. Ford of
Europe. Tourneo Courier Tourneo Connect Tourneo. Ranger P Ford Australia automobile
timeline, sâ€”present. Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links Use mdy dates
from September Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata All
articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from September
Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive or four-wheel-drive Focus RS
only. Ford global C-car platform [1]. Ford Focus fourth generation. LTD Crown Victoria. Crown
Victoria. Country Squire. Personal luxury. Sport compact. Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus ST.
Focus RS. Sports car. City car. Fiesta I. Fiesta II. Fiesta IV. Fiesta V. Fiesta III. Fiesta VI. Fiesta
VII. Small family car. Escort Vb. Escort VI. Focus I. Focus II. Focus IV. Large family car. Sierra I.
Sierra II. Mondeo I. Mondeo II. Mondeo III. Mondeo IV. Executive car. Granada II. Scorpio II.
Mustang VI. Small SUV. Medium SUV. Maverick I. Maverick II. Kuga I. Kuga II. Kuga III. Large
SUV. Explorer Hybrid. Compact MPV. C-MAX I. Large MPV. S-MAX I. Galaxy I. Galaxy II. Galaxy
III. Courier III. Courier IV. Transit Courier. Transit Connect I. Transit Connect II. Transit Custom.
Transit II. Transit III. Transit IV. Transit V. Transit VI. Ranger I. Ranger II. Ranger III. Falcon Ute.
Falcon Van. Subcompact SUV. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Ford's EcoBoost engines are a
series of turbocharged engines the company makes that rely on direct injection fuel and are
made to offer power and torque that is on par with a larger displacement engine but giving you
superior fuel efficiency at the same time. EcoBoost is supposed to be a more cost-effective
engine for the company and for drivers as well because of that fuel he called me that they offer.
Still, many drivers want to know if Ford EcoBoost engines are reliable. Ford makes a wide
variety of EcoBoost engines these days including they're popular 3. As you can see, Ford is
really committed to spreading these engines across their entire product line-up. And for the
most part this has worked out really well. Ford EcoBoost engines are very popular, and they do
live up to the promises made by Ford. They offer decent power and torque while reducing those
greenhouse gas emissions. So, if you want to know if the Ford EcoBoost engine is any good,
the answer is typically yes. The 2. The 3. In the Ford GT the engine produces horsepower and
lb-ft of torque. So, these engines definitely do get the job done. The problem is, as with any
engine, there are going to be problems. Remember that Ford sells over 1 million Fs a year. Not
to mention all the other vehicles in their lineup. That means they have a lot of engines on the
road and a lot of chances for something to go wrong. So as reliable as the Ford EcoBoost has
been since it was first introduced back in the year , there have been some problems that you
should be aware of before you commit to any vehicle that may have a Ford EcoBoost engine. A
clear sign that any engine has a problem is when the manufacturer is forced to issue a recall for
it. This is exactly what happened back in Ford had to issue a recall for 1. The BBC in the UK
investigated this and determined that hundreds of owners had complained about the same
problem. There were even reports that some 1. The problem with the 1. According to Ford about
45, 3-cylinder 1. The 1. That said, now that the EcoBoost engine has been in cars for over a
decade, many of them are out of warranty and are starting to wear down over years of use. That
means these engines are subject to more stress than your average engine and as such they are
susceptible to a certain number of problems. If a driver doesn't maintain scheduled
maintenance with their Ford, in particular regular oil changes, then the timing chain is going to
be susceptible to some excessive wear and tear. Timing chains are made of metal, and they will
last a lot longer than a timing belt, but if the oil change recommendation is ignored for too long
then the timing chain could become misaligned throwing off the camshaft and crankshaft
alignment, prompting a check engine light and causing potential engine misfires and more.
Excessive carbon build-up is a problem many engines face when it comes to spark plugs , and
the EcoBoost has been no different. Carbon build-up can be caused by the engines burning hot,

leaks in fuel or exhaust from the manifold, and so on. The solution is generally just to replace
the plugs but sometimes even the boots need to be replaced if the build-up is bad enough.
Between and there were a number of Ford's produced that had the 3. This manifested in a very
obvious way with the production of white or blue smoke coming from the exhaust. The problem
related to a positive crankcase ventilation hose valve cover adapter that could fail. Whenever
this valve cover adapter was removed to do any kind of repairs or maintenance, the locking
mechanism was prone to breaking and pieces would fall into the open valve port cover. They
ended up burning, leading to the noticeable smoke that would come out from the exhaust.
Ford's made in the or model year sometimes had a problem with humidity and moisture building
up in the form of condensation in the intercooler. This would lead to things like misfires, hard
acceleration, jerking and lurching of the engine and so on. This would only happen on
particularly humid or damp days, letting you know that this was the cause of the problem. This
was not a significant issue for most drivers and in fact wouldn't pop up at all if you're not the
kind of person who does any extra, unusual work on their vehicle be on the bare minimum,
normal sort of stuff. In this instance the problem was that some drivers would use aftermarket
cleaners that are meant to improve engine performance. The kind of stuff that you add to your
fuel tank to sort of clean out the fuel line in the engine while you're driving. The EcoBoost
engines weren't designed to be used with some of these products so as it circulated through
the engine it would damage the intake valves. This could also cause havoc with gaskets,
turbines, and seals in the engine as well. This wasn't a Ford design flaw necessarily, so much
as just a bad reaction to certain compounds used in cleaners that were definitely not designed
for use in an EcoBoost engine. There were nine different calibration updates issued by Ford for
the 3. These covered everything ranging for the vacuum system to ignition problems to issues
with shifting. If the calibration updates weren't in place, that means there would continue to be
problems. The second generation 2. Because they're relatively new engines there is not a ton of
information about problems with them because nothing much has popped up yet. There are
obviously some rare reports of drivers having problems with blown head gaskets and so on, but
these are consistent with the rare problems that can pop up in any engine regardless of who
manufactured it. This one is used in vehicles like the Ford Explore r and some Ford Focus
models. There have been some problems, especially in Ford Focus RS models with the cylinder
head gaskets failing. There have also been reported issues with the smell of coolant in the
exhaust, loss of heat in the cabin, and overheating engines. This is all caused by the wrong
cylinder head gasket being used. There was also a problem in the 2. This could end up
restricting airflow and preventing the valve from completely closing the way it's supposed to.
The first 2. This is a widely used engine that you'll find in the Fusion, the Focus ST, the Escape,
the Taurus, and other vehicles internationally. The second generation of 2. One of the main
problems with the 2. There were also problems with a turbocharger control valve failing. This
could cause the engine to lose power and your check engine light to go off. Problems with a
low-pressure fuel pump also cropped up in the 2. As we mentioned earlier, the 1. This issue was
also a significant problem in the United States as well. In fact, 29 vehicles are known to have
caught on fire as a result of issues with the Ford 1. The engine compartment in the 1. This oil
would overheat and catch on fire. Additionally, there were problems with coolant leaking from
the cylinders that could end up costing the driver several thousand dollars to repair if the
engine damage was bad enough. After , Vehicles were recalled from the to the model years,
Ford ended up retiring the 1. Ford introduced the 1. There's really been no significant problems
reported in relation to the 1. This is the smallest EcoBoost engine that Ford makes, and it did
have a number of problems that we've already mentioned relating to that UK recall. Because the
engine only has direct fuel injection that means they're susceptible to a lot of carbon build-up.
When the intake valves get too clogged, that leads to loss of engine power and damage to the
valves and valve seats. The pre 1. Since that time however the 1. Ford EcoBoost engines did
have some issues early in their life but as Ford continues to develop and refine these engines
most of the kinks definitely get worked out. Many of these engines have proven to be reliable
and can last a very long time. With proper maintenance and care, most Ford EcoBoost engines
proved to be extremely reliable and dependable. If you are looking to get an older Ford model
however, especially one that might have a 1. Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights
Reserved. He was 40 years old when he first opened the company's first plant for the Bagley
Street, Detroit. Later on June 16, , he registered his company. Ford Motor Company has
developed and labeled their models in chronological and alphabetical order, starting with the
Model A, then K and later S, which was the last right-hand drive car Ford. Galamb and Eugene
Farkas. This model has been the most common car Ford, which has enabled the company to
become one of the most influential brands in the automotive history. The Model T was reliable,
practical, and affordable, and Ford made a hit in the US, where it was advertised as a mid-range

car. Due to the success of the car, Ford was forced to expand their business and built the
production line first in the world in for the assembly of cars. By , production figures only T
models have reached almost , units. Preferring to renew their own company, Ford has invested
all of its assets in Soon, the company has released a number of new models like the Ford brand,
and the rest under its sub-brands such as Mercury and Lincoln luxury division of Ford.
Business in Europe also went to the benefit of the Ford , especially after the release of Focus
models in , and although the company has not yet fully recovered, she was definitely on the
road to popularity. Adobe Acrobat Document Ford Aerostar Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat
Document 1. Ford Aspire Owner's Manual. Ford Bronco Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat
Document 3. Ford Crown Victoria Owner's Manual. Ford E Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat
Document 2. Ford Edge Owner's Manual. Ford Escape Owner's Manual. Ford Escort Owner's
Manual. Ford F Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 6. Ford Transit Owner's Manual.
Adobe Acrobat Document 5. Ford 1. Ford EcoSport Manual. Ford 2. Ford Fiesta Service Repair
Manual. Ford Focus Owner Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 7. Ford Figo Owner's Manual.
Ford Carburetors Ford Granada Taunus v6 engine manual. Ford Ranger Owners Manual. Ford
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Privacy Policy Disclaimer. To achieve it, we need to squeeze every bit of efficiency out of every
cubic centimeter of a small-displacement engine. This is what Ford engineers have attempted
with their EcoBoost engines. The EcoBoost is also available in other flavorsâ€”a 2. The
EcoBoost is a gasoline turbocharged direct injection GTDI engine that incorporates three
fuel-saving, performance-enhancing technologies into one engine designâ€”forced air induction
via turbocharging, high-pressure direct fuel injection and variable cam timing. In a GTDI engine,
fuel is delivered to the engine compartment by a low-pressure fuel pump, using a returnless fuel
system. Fuel then passes through a mechanically actuated high-pressure fuel pump mounted
on top of the cylinder head and driven by a four-sided camshaft lobe. The fuel travels through a
stainless-steel fuel rail at pressures between 65 and psi, depending on demand, then to the fuel
injectors, which inject fuel directly into the combustion chambers. Intake air enters through the
air filter and is compressed by the compressor side of the turbocharger. The very hot
compressed air is forced through the charge air cooler CAC â€”because as we all know, cool air
is denser, which means it combusts more efficiently than hot airâ€”then passes through the
throttle body to the intake manifold, past the intake valves and into the combustion chamber.
After combustion, the exhaust is pushed into a dual-chamber exhaust manifold, which
incorporates an air gap between the exhaust and the engine compartment. This keeps the

exhaust hotter, which makes for more efficient turbocharger operation, and helps keep the
engine compartment cooler. The hot expanding exhaust gases travel to the turbine side of the
turbocharger, spinning the rotor at speeds of up to , rpm, which in turn spins the compressor
side of the turbocharger. The cylinder heads are aluminum, and all EcoBoost engines but the 1.
The compression ratio is a modest for all GTDI engines except the 2. The lower compression is
necessary in forced-air engines to prevent detonation. At 15 psi of turbo boost at sea level, an
engine with a compression ratio has an effective compression ratio of about This ratio flirts with
the detonation knock limit. Compression any higher can lead to preignition of the air-fuel
mixture, causing some nasty detonation. This causes hard-to-diagnose misfires, especially
when the engine is cold, and can also create a rough, rolling idle. One reason for this is valve
timing. When the exhaust valve opens on the exhaust stroke under boost conditions, the intake
valve opens slightly to allow forced air into the combustion chamber. This push of forced fresh
air aids in the evacuation of exhaust from the cylinder. During this overlap, a small amount of
combustion gases can sneak past the intake valves, causing carbon buildup on the back side of
the valves. Another contributor to this issue is the PCV system. Besides the normal crankcase
vapors that enter the intake from the PCV system, these vapors can also enter the intake from
the turbocharger. This prevents the backflow of pressurized intake air through the PCV valve
and into the crankcase. The only sure way to diagnose excessive carbon buildup is to look at
the valves with a borescope. Black smoke during initial start-up, and especially during the first
cold acceleration event, is considered normal. This is due to the dual-pulse injection strategy
used during a cold-start event. The optimal cold-start scenario is a mixture which is rich enough
to accommodate a cold engine, yet lean enough to allow the catalytic converters to quickly
reach operating temperature. During cold start-up on a GTDI engine, the injectors deliver a
small spray on the downstroke of the intake cycle, then another spray at the top of the cycle,
right at the piston. The shape of the piston forces the fuel towards the spark plug, allowing a
good cold-start mixture without creating a rich condition. This tends to cause some black puffs
from the tailpipe. The 1. The pulleys are not keyed, and lock to the shaft when tightened. The
GTDI turbos are cooled by engine oil, coolant and air. The bearings are lubricated by engine oil.
GTDI turbochargers are mounted directly to, or in some applications integrated with, the
exhaust manifolds. The turbos being so close to the combustion chambers allow them to reach
maximum speed more quickly. This, along with the low-inertia rotors that drive the turbine,
allows for quick turbo reaction and virtually no turbo lag. But the location of the turbos does
create some issues. They get hot. The excess heat created by the cleaner and the breaking
away of rough carbon chunks are killing turbos. Ford is working on an approved induction
cleaning system. Turbocharger output must be regulated to prevent excessive intake pressure,
or overboost. The powertrain control module PCM controls exhaust flow to the turbos using a
turbocharger-mounted wastegate, which directs exhaust flow around the turbocharger when
needed. The wastegate is opened by a diaphragm operated by engine vacuum or boost
pressure, depending on the application. Then, using a wastegate regulating valve solenoid, it
commands the diaphragm to move a poppet-style valve that redirects exhaust flow around the
turbo. The valve is held in the closed position by spring pressure. The rod comes from the
factory with a painted cage over the adjusting nut. If the cage is missing, or if the paint is
disturbed, someone has tried to adjust it, and the entire turbo must be replaced, since the
wastegate and rod are not serviced separately. During quick throttle releases, intake air from
the high-pressure turbocharger outlet is redirected to the low-pressure turbocharger inlet by the
turbocharger bypass valve TCBV. This recirculating of airflow prevents loud air sounds that are
caused by the backup of intake air through the turbocharger. When the TCBV is stuck closed,
the air sound during a quick deceleration can be pretty loud, and will often generate a customer
complaint. Depending on the application, the TCBV will be operated by an electric motor or by
engine vacuum. Most issues with turbocharger control will set a DTC, but not all. I recently
serviced an Explorer with the 3. The vacuum hose from the air intake to the TCBV was cracked
and leaking, causing intake air to bypass the turbochargers during a time when boost air was
needed the most. Be sure to check this when diagnosing a loss of power on a GTDI engine.
Here are some tips for diagnosing turbocharger noise concerns. An air turbulence sound or a
whoosh! Check the paint on the wastegate rods to ensure that no one has messed with the
adjustment, then proceed with wastegate diagnosis. Other noise concerns include a whistling
sound or a hissing sound. A whistle is usually caused by a leak in the low-pressure side of the
turbo; a hiss is normally a high-pressure leak, past the turbo. Before performing any diagnosis
on a GTDI engine, visually inspect all air intake and vacuum hose connections. The smallest air
leak can cause driveability issues and set DTCs. During your visual inspection, you might
notice oil residue around the turbo. This is normal due to the PCV system. Oil leaking, draining
or puddling is not normal. A few more things about the turbos. The only change in the

evaporative emissions system to accommodate GTDI is a check valve positioned between the
intake manifold and the canister purge valve to prevent boost pressure from entering the vapor
canister. Always replace it when replacing a turbo that has failed, and if you remove the air inlet
or outlet hose from the turbo, cover the opening with a shop rag. The smallest piece of debris
can launch that turbo. Coolant is circulated through the cooler by an electric coolant pump. This
auxiliary cooling system is filled through the same degas bottle as the engine cooling system,
and a bleeder valve is provided above the cooler. Due to the lack of intake manifold vacuum
during boost, a mechanical vacuum pump is used to accommodate the brake power booster.
The vacuum pump is mounted on the back of the cylinder head and is camshaft-driven. The and
Fs use an electrical pump mounted on the left side of the radiator support, behind the headlight.
These electric pumps do go bad and make a lot of noise when they do. Instead, the fuel is
atomized by intake air as it enters the combustion chamber. The low-pressure pump is primed
by the activation of the interior lamp circuit. So when you open the door, the low-pressure pump
turns on for a couple of seconds to establish fuel pressure. When the PCM receives an engine
start signal, it sends a 65V boost to the fuel injectors to give them a kick start, then modulates
voltage as needed. Since the high-pressure pump is mechanical, it starts working as soon as
the engine starts turning. A steel line supplies fuel to the fuel rail from the high-pressure pump.
The best way to determine fuel pressures is by monitoring parameters for the fuel pressure
sensor, which is located on the low-pressure side, and the fuel rail pressure FRP sensor, which
is mounted on the high-pressure side. High pressure is controlled by a fuel volume regulator,
which is pulse-modulated by the PCM, mounted on the high-pressure pump. Both the
low-pressure and high-pressure sides of the fuel system work together, and each will react to
the other in case of a malfunction. We serviced a 1. It ran like it was going uphill against a head
wind. First thing I noticed was that low fuel pressure was about 10 psi above specification. Then
I discovered that this was because high fuel pressure was running drastically below
specification. The PCM was boosting low pressure in an attempt to compensate for the
decreased high pressure. So when monitoring fuel pressures, be aware that an out-of-spec
value on one side could be due to a fault on the other side. Ford does not recommend
backprobing the fuel injector harness plug while the engine is running, as this can damage the
PCM. If you have an inoperative injector, check both wires from the injector to the PCM for an
open or short. Check resistance across the two pins at the injector; it should be 1 to 2 ohms.
Remember, it takes 65V to get those things started. Be sure to check the tappet and camshaft
lobe for wear when replacing the pump. That tap, tap you hear coming from an idling GTDI
engine is not a valve tap but normal operation of the high-pressure pump. A rubber noise
suppressor is fitted over the pump at the factory to help suppress the noise. The coil driver is
integrated into the coil, rather than the PCM. The PCM grounds the trigger wire, which switches
the driver to fire the coil. VCT systems use oil pressure-controlled actuators to rotate the
camshafts to advance or retard engine timing based on operating conditions. This is
accomplished by controlling the overlap between the intake valve opening and the exhaust
valve closing, allowing a small amount of exhaust gases to be pulled into the cylinder during
the intake stroke. The Ti-VCT actuators are mounted to the front of each camshaft, and the
timing chain or timing belt is mounted to the actuator. The actuator is moved by oil pressure,
which is regulated by a PCM-controlled solenoid. When the flow of oil is shifted from one side of
the actuator to the other, the differential change in oil pressure rotates the camshaft to an
advanced or retarded position. If the PCM detects a concern with the Ti-VCT systemâ€”usually
an open in the solenoid circuit or incorrect actual engine timing in relation to desired engine
timingâ€”it will move the actuators to the default position and set a DTC. Low oil pressure can
cause noisy actuators, noisy chains and incorrect actual engine timing. Check for oil sludge,
even if oil pressure is within specs. Sludge can clog the small oil passages that feed the
actuators, resulting in a malfunction. I recently serviced a 1. I first checked oil pressure, which
was within specs. During disassembly, I found small pieces of filter material clogging the intake
VCT actuator that had broken loose from an aftermarket no-name oil filter. The pieces were
small and made up a sort of paper-oil mud. Be sure to check oil pressure and oil condition
before beginning Ti-VCT diagnosis. The cooling system on the GTDI engine uses various tricks
to control coolant flow through the engine. To allow engine components to warm up quicker,
the 1. The valve shuts down all coolant to the engine until the warm-up phase is over, then
reopens, allowing normal coolant flow. To check if the shutoff valve is stuck closed, remove the
degas bottle cap and look for flow. If you see no flow in the degas bottle on a warm engine, the
shutoff valve is not opening. Coolant flow to the turbochargers is supplied through a line that
branches off from the engine cooling system in all EcoBoost GTDI engines except the 1. I
recently replaced an active grille because a body shop wired the broken blinds shut to keep
them from rattling. At the start of an overheat event, the PCM will turn on warning indicators, set

the cooling fans on high and start shutting down cylinders to try to cool the engine. A P cylinder
head overtemperature protection active will store in the PCM, and the vehicle will idle, but not
accelerate. The engine will remain in failure mode until the DTC is cleared, even when the
engine cools down. As long as we refuse to sell our souls to electric cars and still demand good
fuel economy plus a little zoom in our morning commute, turbocharged engines and direct fuel
injection are most likely the future for passenger cars and light trucks. July Issue. Back to
Summary. Tools of the Trade. No results found. Send to Email Address. Your Name. Your Email
Address. Ford has announced a recall of 2. The company issued two earlier recalls in for Ford is
issuing a recall of around 58, Focus cars, including some in Canada. Some vehicles recalled in
over a fuel-management issue did not get p Ford announced today that it is recalling close to 1.
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Submodel Sedan Hatchback Electric. Suspension and Steering. Front Anti-Roll Bar. Front
Suspension. Independent front suspension. Front Tires Option. Front Tires. Power Steering.
Power rack-and-pinion steering. Rear Anti-Roll Bar. Rear Suspension. Independent rear
suspension. Spare Tire. Mini-spare tire. Suspension Category Option. Touring suspension. Tire
Pressure Monitoring System. Tire low-pressure warning system. Turning Circle. Wheel Type
Option. Wheel Type. Front-wheel drive. Stability Control. Traction Control. Transmission Option.
Cargo Capacity. Curb Weight. Front Headroom. Front Legroom. Fuel Tank Capacity. Gross
Vehicle Weight. Maximum Cargo Capacity. Rear Headroom. Rear Legroom. Comfort and
Convenience. Air Conditionning Option. Dual-zone auto climate control. Air Conditionning. Air
conditioning. Speed-sensitive volume control. Cargo Cover. Communication System Option.
MyFord Touch with 8'' Screen. Courtesy Dome Light Option. Ambient lighting and unique
interior finish. Cruise Control. Driver Vanity Mirror. Illuminated driver side vanity mirror. Engine
Block Heater Option. Front Wipers. Variable intermittent wipers. Illuminated Entry. Intelligent
Key System. My Key system. Interior Air Filter. Navigation System Option. Number of Speakers.
Number of Speakers Option. Passenger Vanity Mirror. Front passenger-side illuminated vanity
mirror. Power Door Locks. Power Outlet. Power Windows. Power windows with front one-touch
down feature. Rear Heating. Underseat ducts. Rear View Mirror. Rear Wipers. Rear window
wiper. Remote Audio Controls. Steering wheel-mounted audio controls. Remote Keyless Entry.
Single CD. SiriusXM satellite radio Option. Steering Wheel Adjustment. Tilt and telescopic
steering wheel. Trunk Light. Cargo light. Cargo area tie-down hooks. Voice Recognition System.
Voice-activated audio controls. Exterior Details. Bumper Colour. Body-colored bumper. Door
Handles. Body-color door handles. Exterior Mirror Colour Option. Black exterior mirrors.
Exterior Mirror Colour. Body-color exterior mirrors. Front Fog Lights Option. Black fog lamps
with black headlamp bezels. Fog lamps. Fog Lamps with Chrome Bezel. Grille Option. Piano
black grille. Headlight Type. Halogen headlights. Delay-off headlights. Automatic headlights.
Heated Exterior Mirrors Option. Heated outside mirrors. Perimeter Lighting. Perimeter lights.
Power Exterior Mirrors. Power-adjustable outside mirrors. Rear Spoiler. Rear Spoiler Option.
Unique black rear spoiler. Rear Window Defroster. Sunroof Option. Power Moonroof. Interior
Details. Clock in the radio. Door Trim Option. Matching door trim inserts. Floor Mats Option.
Premium floor mats. Floor Mats. Folding Rear Seats. Folding Rear Seats Option. Front Center
Armrest. Front Center Armrest Option. DriverPowerSeats Option. Front seat back storage
pockets. FrontSeatType Option. Cloth sport bucket seats. Bucket front seats. Heated Option.
Heated front seats. Doorsills Option. Stainless steel door sill plates. Luxury Dashboard Trim.
Chrome interior accents. Maintenance Interval Reminder. Maintenance reminder system.
Number of Cup Holders. Front and rear cupholders. Outside Temperature Gauge. Outside
temperature display. Rear Center Armrest Option. Rear-seat center armrest. Seat Trim Option.
Seat Trim. Cloth seats. Contrasting leather-trimmed sport buckets seats. Shifter Knob Trim
Option. Leather wrapped shift knob. Special Feature. Removable package tray. Steering Wheel
Trim Option. Red steering wheel trim. Leather wrapped steering wheel. Coordinated white
steering wheel trim. Trip Computer. Exterior Colours. Ingot Silver Metallic. Oxford White.
Performance Blue. Race Red. Ruby Red Metallic Tinted Clearcoat. Sterling Grey Metallic.
Tuxedo Black Metallic. Interior Colours. Arctic White. Charcoal Black. Tuscany Red. Anti-Lock
Brakes. Anti-Theft Alarm. Perimeter alarm. Brake Assist. Brake assist. Brake Type. Child-proof L
volvo 2004 s80
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chevelle ebay
ocks. Rear-door child safety locks. Driver Airbag. Driver side front airbag. Front Seat Belts.
Ignition Disable. Engine immobilizer. Knee Airbags. Knee airbag. Panic Alarm. Panic alarm.
Parking Distance Sensor. Reverse Sensing System. Front and rear park distance sensor. Active
Park Assist. Passenger Airbag. Passenger side front airbag. Rear Seat Belts. Center 3-point.

Rear View Camera. Rear view camera. Roof Side Curtain. Overhead airbag. Side Airbag. Front
side impact airbags. Road Tests and Reviews. Be the first to review this vehicle. Space and
Access. Driving Dynamics. General Appreciation. I want my review to be anonymous. Forgot
your password? Click here. Please login to submit your evaluation. Review Highlights. You May
Also Like. Ford Recalling 2. More than , Ford Focus cars in Canada recalled Ford announced
today that it is recalling close to 1. More Articles. Leasing Financing. No Images available.
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